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NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO USE (RGN & RGC)
North Dakota Department of Transportation, Civil Rights
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FORM C - DUE BY 4 P.M. 2 BUSINESS DAYS AFTER THE BID OPENING
1.  The apparent low bidder must submit an individual Form C for each DBE they commit to use on the project and if applicable any non-DBE used in a Bid Differential (non-DBE/BD). Completed forms are to be submitted to subquotes@nd.gov.
2.  Both the contractor and DBE or non-DBE/BD must sign the form for it to be complete. Form C applies to all tiers of subcontractors for DBE achievement credit to be applied to the Prime.
3.  If the DBE is a Supplier or Trucking firm the percentage of DBE work needs to be indicated on the form in the DBE % column. For DBE suppliers the percentage is 60%. For trucking it can vary based on the total contract amount and trucks.
This form is not a contract and does not take the place of any contracts. This form is a commitment to utilize DBE's on federally funded highway construction projects or indicate a non-DBE used in a Bid Differential.
Spec & Code #
Work Description
DBE %
Approx. Quantity
Unit Costs
Total Contract Amount
DBE Amount
Are there any agreements not addressed in your quote?
If yes, explain:
For 1:1 DBE Trucking Participation
Total Number of Trucks to Work on Project:
DBE Owned/Operated Trucks
Non-DBE Match Trucks
Non-DBE Non-Match Trucks
* Any changes to this 1:1 DBE Trucking Commitment must be reported to Civil Rights and updated in The Certification and Compliance System.
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